, the study has come up with the finding that there is an outstanding preference for the ordering pattern hypothesized in this study. It has also been found that this ordering preference is statistically highly significant. Thus, the study concludes that this finding proves that vowel length can be considered an ordering constraint in Badini Kurdish binomials where the preference is frequently given for placing the words with the shorter vowels in the first position. Finally, it has to be pointed out that this finding is compatible with similar studies on binomials in other languages.
INTRODUCTION
alkiel is the first linguist who employed the term binomial in linguistics. According to Malkiel, a binomial is a "sequence of two words pertaining to the same form-class, placed on an identical level of syntactic hierarchy, and ordinarily connected by some kind of lexical link " (1959: 113) . More recent works have agreed with Malkiel's definition: Gustafsson states that "a binomial is a sequence of two words which belong to the same form-class and which are syntactically coordinated and semantically related " (1984: 123) , and Bhatia confirms this as well by describing a binomial as "a sequence of two or more words or phrases belonging to the same grammatical category having some semantic relationship and joined by some syntactic device such as 'and' or 'or'" (1993: 108) .
In general, linguistic studies on binomials can be classified into two main types: studies that look at the linear word order preference in binomials and studies that look at the overall structure of the entire binomial phrase. The first type has been commonly referred to as studies on binomial order (Benor and Levy, 2006) while the second as studies on binomial formation (Benor and Levy, 2006; Mollin, 2012) or binomial construction (Masini, 2006) . The current research is concerned with the first type of studies as it is an attempt to describe one of the phonological factors that may have a role to play in linear word order in binomials in Kurdish language, particularly in Badini Kurdish (BK) .
As its title suggests, studies on binomial order aim at finding the rules (or constraints) that determine linear word order on binomials. The relevant literature (e.g., Abraham, 1950; Malkiel, 1959; Cooper and Ross, 1975; Benor and Levy, 2006) indicates that many such studies exist and that their findings verify the existence of both linguistic and non-linguistic constraints to govern binomial order. The linguistic constraints are of various types; the phonological type is one of them. One of the basic phonological constraints found to be highly active in binomial order is vowel length (see section 2 for details). The present study describes the role of vowel length in binomial order in BK binomials; it carefully examines the importance, activity and statistical significance this phonological constraint may have in BK binomials. This is based on a quantitative analysis of a huge number of data examined in the present study.
The structure of this research paper is as follows: Section 2 reviews the literature. Section 3 briefly describes the variety of the Kurdish language investigated in this work. While section 4 states the research questions posed in this study, section 5 presents the proposed research hypothesis. Section 6 spells out the research methodology adopted in this study. Section 7 reports the findings of the study and section 8 concludes the study.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Previous studies on binomial order agree that phonology has a central role to play in the process of linear ordering in binomial phrases. In the relevant literature there have been many attempts to discuss the phonological constraints that determine binomial order. To introduce a comprehensive account of the subject, we will first look at all the phonological constraints presented in the relevant literature and then specify our review to the vowel length constraint which is the main focus of the current research paper.
THE PHONOLOGICAL CONSTRAINTS
Previous studies strongly indicate that phonology has a big role to play in binomial order. Almost all relevant studies hypothesize phonological constraints of binomial order. In this section we will consider all the phonological constraints proposed in the literature.
To begin with, let us look at the account made by Jespersen (1905) , who, as reported by Abraham (1950: 279) , believed that binomial order in English could be largely determined by rhythm. Here is the explanation offered by Jespersen: In combinations of a monosyllable and a disyllable by means of and, the practice is always to place the short word first because the rhythm then becomes the regular 'aa 'aa instead of 'aaa 'a ( ' before the a denotes the strongly stressed syllable). Thus we say bread and butter, not butter and bread; further bread and water, milk and water, cup and saucer, wind and weather, head and shoulders, by fits and snatches, from top to bottom, rough and ready, rough and tumble, free and easy, dark and dreary, high and mighty, up and doing … . As a matter of fact, it is this phonological explanation that forms the basis of one of the main phonological constraints applied by subsequent researchers in this field. This will be evident in the course of this review as we shall pass through several studies making use of the same constraint.
Another linguist who tried to deal with binomial order phonologically was Behaghel (1909) as mentioned in Abraham (1950: 283) . Behaghel, who worked on German binomials, reiterated Jespersen's theory, adding another phonetic rule to the effect that binomials with words containing accented i or u precede those with accented a. Applying this rule to Spanish binomials, Abraham observed that this rule could account for a few cases. But he also found that there are other cases in Spanish where a precedes i or u. Once again, there were many exceptions to this rule and, therefore, the search continued for a better account.
Contrary to Jespersen's rhythm theory, Scott (1913), as reported in Abraham (1950) , examined two hundred seventy-six English binomials chosen at random and found that in forty-two percent of his cases the longer word preceded the shorter. The following are some of his examples:
1. butter and eggs chapter and verse summer and fall profit and loss
Although Scott was correct in showing such counter examples to the rhythm theory suggested by Jespersen, he offered no theory of his own as a substitute to explain order preference in binomials. Morawski (1927) was the next scholar who developed another phonological theory of binomial order. As mentioned in Abraham (1950) , he suggested a number of further phonological rules to determine the order of rhymed words of equal syllabic length. These are the rules he proposed (cited in Abraham 1950: 281):
1-Words beginning with a vowel or h precede those beginning with a consonant. 2-In the case of words of equal length or nearly equal length both beginning with a consonant, the voiceless precede the voiced, the palatal the dental, and the dental precedes the labial. 3-Of the three labials f, m and p, f precedes p and f and p precede m.
These rules, as shown by Abraham, fitted only the cases of rhymed binomials, and could not account for the unrhymed ones. Although Morawski claimed he could hardly find counter examples to his rules, Abraham (p.282 ) stated many exceptions which invalidate them. For example, the rules could not account for binomials in which the two words begin with vowel sounds. This is why Abraham thought that these rules could not cover all binomials and many of them were, therefore, left unclassified. In his study, Malkiel (1959) 
hither and thither highways and byways
Having introduced these examples, we can point out that Malkiel treated rhyme and alliteration, on the phonological level, and parallelism, on the morphological level under the rubric of orchestration, showing that "…all three tend to support one another and separately or jointly serve to underpin binomials" (p.125). But we may, quite reasonably, note that the abovementioned points made by Malkiel cannot explain why the first item in a binomial is given a preference over the second one. In fact, this observation is quite right as Malkiel's orchestration account was not given as an explanation of order preference of the first word over the second in a binomial but rather as an explanation of binomial formation as a whole.
As for his account of sequential order preference, Malkiel set a number of phonological factors that may have a role to play in binomial order. He summarized these factors saying that they are "…describable by the qualitative and quantitative distribution of sounds, accentual and tonal schemas, total length of segments (with separate attention to the number of syllables, to the number of phonemes, and to the phonetic duration)" (p.149). In this connection, the operative phonological tendency that he observed was this: "Modern English displays a very marked partiality to short plus long: either monosyllable plus (normally paroxytonic) disyllable or two monosyllables of unequal size; rarely a mono-or di-syllable plus a polysyllable" (p.149). Here are some of the examples he gave to show this shortbefore-long ordering preference: 11.
big and little death and destruction fame and fortune far and away salt and pepper
We should not forget that this finding is the same as that made previously by Jespersen (1905) as we mentioned earlier. But Malkiel also noticed that exceptions to this phonological constraint do exist and he gave some instances such as these in (12): 12. chapter and verse classes and masses a gentleman and a scholar hither and yon salaries and wages However, we should also note here that this finding is not new for Malkiel as it was made earlier by Scott (1913) as mentioned above. Malkiel's contribution in this regard is probably his statement that such exceptional cases do not "…exceed 10% and can almost invariably be accounted for by powerful constellations of special circumstances inimical to this deep-rooted predilection" (Malkiel, 1959: 150) . In addition, it is worth mentioning that he also observed that the same tendency is operative in various other languages such as German, French, Spanish, Portuguese, Russian, and Polish.
The next scholar who dealt with binomial order phonologically is Bolinger (1962) . In this paper, Bolinger tried to answer some questions asked by Malkiel (1959) who posed two specific phonological questions. After noting that " [m] odern English displays a very marked partiality to short plus long: either monosyllable plus (normally paroxytonic) disyllable, or two monosyllables of unequal size", Malkiel went on to ask, apropos of bright and shiny with five phonemes each, " [d] oes the fact that the latter [the word "shiny"] spreads them over two syllables recommend it for the position of B [second member]?". The second question was asked with reference to cases like pots and pans: " [w] here the number of the phonemes is equal, does the phonetic duration of contrastable sounds merit separate consideration?" (p.149). Trying to address these questions, Bolinger (1962) offered evidence that the answer to both questions was yes.
With these questions in mind, Bolinger gave a phonological account of binomial order. He noted that prominence could be regarded as an important factor responsible for the binomial order due to the fact that the most convenient arrangement of syllables and, therefore, of the words containing them "is one in which those to be made prominent alternate with those to be kept subdued" (p.129). After classifying and inspecting a number of English binomials, he pointed out that when we order elements in binomials, "we look for the following three things: the accented syllable flanked by unaccentable ones; the accented syllable open and sonorous; the accented syllable in terminal position (p. 131). In addition to showing how these points were effective in binomial order, Bolinger supported his explanation by running three preference tests the results of which were all positive. In the end of his study, Bolinger concluded that such a preference for the above-mentioned phonological features in binomial order may result from the fact that they "make speech more intelligible" (p.138). Unlike his phonological account, which has been tested experimentally, Bolinger's statement that the phonological features regulating binomial order make speech more intelligible could have been discussed further and experimentally verified as well.
Up to this point, we have introduced the main phonological arguments on binomial order in the 1950s and 1960s. We would like to draw attention to the fact that although different scholars approached the subject phonologically, they focused on more or less similar points such as rhythm and the number of syllables that each word has. Nothing or very little was said about other phonological features such as vowel length, vowel quality, consonant sonority and consonant clusters. These features were described in detail by Cooper and Ross (1975) which is our next stop.
As a matter of fact, the study of Cooper and Ross is one of the comprehensive works in the field of binomials. Dealing with binomial order both phonologically and semantically, Cooper and Ross presented one of the detailed studies of expressions characterized by a frozen word order. In this section, we will introduce their phonological account only as it is the main focus of the present research.
Phonological constraints in binomial order have received a comprehensive investigation by Cooper and Ross (1975) and, later on, by Ross (1982) . In their co-authored study, Cooper and Ross proposed seven phonological principles that, taken together, can account for the great majority of English binomials as they assume. These rules are reproduced in (13) (Cooper and Ross, 1975: 71) In most cases, they based the above principles on examples made up of conjoined elements which differ minimally in the segment under investigation, i.e. examples that are minimal pairs, to use a phonological term. However, there exist no minimal pairs for some rules and in such cases the validity of the principle in question is based on examples which are non-minimal pairs but nevertheless suggestive. Supportive examples given by Cooper and Ross of each of the constraints stated above appear in (14) respectively: 14.
a-vim and vigor; hot and heavy; hale and hearty; wild and wooly; rough and ready. b-stress and strain; trick or treat. c-fair and square; sink and swim; make or break; helter-skelter. d-wear and tear; walkie-talkie; razzle-dazzle; wheel and deal. e-this and that; one or two; man and boy; fiddlefaddle; criss-cross. f-sink or swim; betwixt and between; wax and wane. g-kith and kin; push and pull; thick and thin; hit or miss; safe and sane.
The first thing to note is that Cooper and Ross's phonological account is more detailed than those of their predecessors. Thus, unlike their predecessors' attempts, their attempt is not restricted to the description of the syllable structure in terms of quantity or quality. They rather suggest dealing with matters that were newly tackled in the investigation of binomial order at that time such as vowel length, sonority of both initial and final segments, and consonant cluster.
Since the publication of Cooper and Ross's paper, the constraints which they put forward have been the subject of further analysis in several subsequent works. Let us begin with Cutler andCooper (1978) who carried out "a phonememonitoring experiment" to indicate that the phonemes are recognized more quickly in the sequence "monosyllabic before bisyllabic" than in the reverse order. Also, they argued that the vowel of the first word is actually higher than that of the second word. This means that it is a vowel with a lower first formant, not second as suggested by Cooper and Ross. Also interested in a further investigation of Cooper and Ross's constraints were a couple of psycholinguists, Pinker andBirdsong (1979) , who ran a number of experiments aiming at checking the "speaker's sensitivity to rules of frozen word order" which is the title of their research. After examining the phonological rules proposed by Cooper and Ross experimentally, they concluded that "rules of frozen word order are psychologically real". Oden and Lopes (1981) also performed experimentally based research on the same topic but their aim was to account for how these rules operate in combination. They concluded that when different rules are combined in determining the frozen order, "it does not appear that the effects produced by these rules can be compounded independently" (p.678). Thus, constraint interaction was another point that raised the need for further research. Ross (1982) , this time working on his own, introduced another investigation basically related to the phonological rules alone. Based on examining some more data, he suggested a number of modifications. These were associated with two rules: F2 and Cf#. In another study, Oakeshott-Taylor (1984) examined experimentally the role of just one of the rules mentioned in Cooper and Ross. In particular, this study was restricted to investigating "the identity of the vowels in conjoined CVC syllables" (p.236). It concluded that the quality of the vowel is an important factor in determining BO.
In studies confined to the question of why in paired popular names (e.g. Fred and Wilma, Barney and Betty, Sonny and Cher) the male name tends to precede the female name in English, Wright andHay (2002) and Wright et al., (2005) studied linear order in popular names in American English applying, among other rules, the phonological constraints proposed by Cooper and Ross. They found that compared with the female name, the male name tends to contain more of the phonological features that give them preference to take up the first position.
Finally, it has to be pointed out that the recent studies pertaining to binomial order adopted the same constraints suggested by Cooper and Ross (1975) . Benor and Levy (2006) is considered one of the most inclusive recent accounts of not only phonological constraints but of all the remaining types of constraints. This study is remarkable mainly because the authors adopted ordering constraints already posed in the literature and made good use of potential linguistic findings that have come to light since then. Thus, while it is true that they followed all the phonological constraints proposed by Cooper and Ross in their analysis, they contributed to this field by offering phonological justifications for the constraints and by proposing some further phonological constraints such as those relevant to stress, syllable weight and syllable openness. To conclude this section, it should be emphasized that the same phonological account suggested in Cooper and Ross and improved by Benor and Levy is followed by the most up-to-date studies on binomial order (e.g. Lohmann, 2011and2012; Mollin, 2012) .
THE VOWEL LENGTH CONSTRAINT
Now that we have finished reviewing the phonological constraints on binomial order, we may narrow down our discussion to consider the phonological constraint which is the central focus of the current study. As we have introduced in the above review, Cooper and Ross (1975) suggested a set of seven phonological constraints that determine binomial order in English. Vowel length is one of the constraints that they suggested and explained as follows: the word containing the shorter vowel tends to occur in the first position while the word containing the longer vowel tends to occur in the second position in the same binomial phrase in English. Here are some of the examples they give: 15. stress and strain trick or treat hem and haw
The existence of the same constraint was confirmed by many subsequent scholars. In a different research paper in which he worked independently, Ross (1982: 276) specified the first position of English binomials for a "short monophthong" and the second position for a "long vowel or diphthong". Oakeshott-Taylor (1984) carried out a number of experiments to investigate the phonological constraints which are influential in binomial order and found that vowel length is an important factor in English where the second position tends to be taken by the word with the longer vowel. The more recent works on binomial order in English have also found an outstanding preference for the second position to have a longer vowel: Wright et al. (2005), Benor and Levy (2006) , Lohmann (2011) and Mollin (2012) have asserted the remarkable preference for B to have a longer vowel.
If we look at relevant studies of binomial order in languages other than English, we can find that there are some studies which concern binomial order in both Arabic and Kurdish languages. Saaed (1997) presented a detailed investigation of binomial order in Iraqi Arabic and Saaed (2013) worked on a detailed investigation of binomial order in Standard Arabic. The productive existence of the vowel length constraint has been confirmed for Arabic binomials in both of these studies. Binomials in Kurdish have also been the subject of few studies recently: Hamasoor (2007) , Jameel (2013) and Saaed andSimo (2016). Hamasoor's work is not related to binomial order since it is mainly concerned with the classification of Kurdish binomials into their syntactic parts of speech. Although Jameel (2013) is a study of binomial order in Kurdish, it is limited to the investigation of the semantic and pragmatic constraints of ordering only. Saaed andSimo (2016) is a study which focuses mainly on the effect of the phonological constraint of syllable count on Kurdish binomials. Therefore, the present study is a pioneering work aiming at contributing to the field of binomial order studies in BK by investigating the role of vowel length in the process of linear ordering in Kurdish binomials.
KURDISH VARIETY
The variety of the Kurdish language studied in this research is Kurmanji which is also called Badini Kurdish (henceforth BK) in Iraq. Kurdish is a language that belongs to the Indo-Iranian branch of the Indo-European family of languages. Although it contains a number of varieties, it is generally agreed upon among linguists that Kurmanji and Sorani are the most outstanding Kurdish varieties (Gerard and Daniel, 1998; Thackston, 2006) . Among these two dialects, Kurmanji is the more frequently used one since it is the dialect used by the largest number of Kurds (cf Kurdish Academy of Language's, 1992).
RESEARCH QUESTIONS
The primary aim of the present research is to answer the following questions: Is the vowel length ordering constraint active in binomials in BK? If the answer is found to be yes, then the second research question would be to double check if this activity is so productive that it is statistically significant and that it is not just a matter of chance.
RESEARCH HYPOTHESES
To answer the abovementioned questions convincingly, we propose to check out the following hypothesis in our data: The word with the shorter vowel precedes the word with the longer vowel in the same binomial phrase.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 6.1 DATA
The data studied in the current work are the binomial phrases which are characterized with a high frequency of occurrence in BK. They are completely based on the data analyzed in the recent research of Saaed and Simo (2016) . The total number of binomials is 263 pairs. They have all been written in Latin orthography, phonemically transcribed and then reviewed by some colleagues specialized in BK.
METHODOLOGY
Recent studies on binomial order constraints ( (Benor and Levy, 2006; Lohmann, 2011; Mollin, 2012; Saaed, 2013; Saaed and Simo, 2016 ) apply a special kind of a statistical quantitative analysis as the main research methodology in their works. The main reason is that this type of analysis enables the researcher to double check the actual existence of the ordering constraint under investigation and to make sure that the constraint is statistically active and productive, and does not just exist as a matter of chance. Previous studies concerned with binomial order were subjective in their judgment as they were based on mere observations. Therefore, some of them were really doubtful about the actual productivity of their results. Thus, Cooper and Ross (1975: 79) were among the first scholars who raised the need for a statistical quantitative analysis of binomial order:
Since such [their] data consist of non-minimal pairs, however, strong support can only be provided by sampling a very large number of such pairs and stating the statistical probabilities of a phonological regularity of interest, regarding other phonological factors as undesirable "noise" in the data. Since English contains very few minimal pairs with which to test certain regularities, it appears necessary to resort to such statistical sampling procedures in the future if we hope to be able to state with any degree of certainty the existence of certain regularities, and, of at least equal importance, the relative strengths of these regularities.
Two basic quantitative measurements are employed in this type of analysis. The first one measures the activity of the constraint under investigation. This is achieved by calculating the satisfaction rate of the constraint in the data. While the second one measures the productivity of the activity of the constraint under investigation. This is achieved by considering the statistical significance of the constraint under investigation. The results of these calculations are shown by reporting the alignment trends of the constraint in terms of the proportion π_active of the binomials active for the constraint under investigation and which are aligned with the constraint; p-values for these proportions are derived from the null hypothesis of the binomial distribution with parameter 1⁄2. These statistical measurements have been made using the SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences).
CODING
In coding for vowel length in the data analyzed in the current study, the following Phonemic length division, suggested in Hasan (2012) , has been depended on: a) Short vowels: i , u , o , a b) Long vowels: i: , e: , a:
FINDINS
In this section we report the findings of the study. We will start first by recalling the hypothesis proposed in the current study: the word with the shorter vowel precedes the word with the longer vowel in the same binomial phrase. Figures  1 and 2 show the satisfaction rates in the binomials analyzed in our data: / As can be seen in the abovementioned figures, there is an outstandingly frequent pattern in the binomials in our data to have the word with the shorter vowel in the first position and the word with the longer vowel in the second position. This finding can be expressed statistically by saying that the number of binomials which are aligned with the ordering constraint hypothesized in the current study is obviously higher than the number of cases aligned against the hypothesis. Therefore, this finding provides clear evidence that there is a prominent tendency in BK binomials studied in this research towards satisfying the ordering constraint hypothesized in the current study. The list mentioned in (2) below are some of the supportive examples found in our data: 16.
ser u çav /sar u ʧa:v/ 'head and eye' jin u mêr /ʒin u me:r/ 'wife and husband' reş u spî / raʃ u spi:/ 'black and white' dev u lêv / dav u le:v/ 'mouth and lip' şeş u bêş / ʃaʃ u be:ʃ/ 'six and five' sist u xar / sist u xa:r/ 'unstick and askew' çep u rast /ʧap u ra:st/ 'left and write' kevn u nwî / kafn u nwi:/ 'old and new' dil u can / dil u ʤa:n/ 'heart and soul' xeml u xêl / xaml u xe:l/ 'ornamenting and scarf' All the pairs in (2) and many more in our data evidently demonstrate the existence of a frequently occurring tendency in BK binomial phrases to have the longer vowel in the second rather than the first position. In order to confirm that this tendency stands for a predominant regularity in BK binomials, let us consider some further statistical details shown in figure 1: Table 1 gives the number of the binomials that agree (statistically speaking align with) the hypothesis proposed in the current study as well as the number of the binomials that do not agree (align against) the hypothesis. First of all, let us start with the total number of cases where the ordering constraint hypothesized in this work is found to be involved (active). The total number is 87 binomial pairs. Out of these, 63 binomials (or 72%) are aligned with the constraint whereas 24 binomials (or 28%) are aligned against it. Table 1 also shows that the satisfaction rate of the binomials aligning with the constraint is highly significant (p <.001). Achieving a satisfaction rate which is statistically highly significant evidently indicates the vowel length factor is one of the phonological factors which is regularly active and productive in the ordering of binomials in BK. Accordingly, this finding strongly confirms the hypothesis proposed in the current study that there is a tendency to place words of shorter vowels in the first position in BK binomials. In addition, the finding is in line with the relevant research in the literature which confirms the existence of the same constraint for binomials in English and some other languages (see section 2).
CONCLUSION
The conclusion of the present study can be drawn by restating the research questions asked back in section 4 and answering them. The first question: (1) Is the vowel length ordering constraint active in binomials in BK? Based on the finding explained in the section 7, the answer is that the vowel length ordering constraint is an active constraint in the binomials in our data. The second question: (2) If the answer is found to be yes, then the second research question would be to double check if this activity is so productive that it is statistically significant and that it is not just a matter of chance. Based on the finding explained in the section 7, the answer to the second question is that the activity of the vowel length ordering constraint is statistically highly significant (p <.001).
The present research therefore concludes that there is statistical evidence on the real existence of the vowel length ordering constraint in BK binomials. 
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